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I have been working on BCMTrac for the past 6 months and am loving it!

We were on the Pastel System and I honestly would not go back for the following reasons:

BCMTrac is:

1) User friendly (easy to navigate, easy to access web based)
2) A massive time saver as everything is mapped for you
3) Gives your clients access to accounts, invoices, statements and management accounts (they loving the fact that they can see what’s going on at all times 😊)
4) Documents are easily accessible such as conduct rules, insurance documents, its flexible and limitless as to what you would like to add

The BCMTrac staff are amazing and always willing to help in a heartbeat. Their turnaround time is fantastic and you never have to wait. The other great thing is that you can make suggestions and these are all taken into account. You can literally tailor make your Body Corporates. Thanks guys for creating a masterpiece!!!!

Kind Regards

Lee-Ann Manggos
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